PEORIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ACTION ITEM

TO: Dr. Sharon Desmoulin-Kherat, Superintendent
FROM: Department of Human Resources
Proposed Action: That the following Human Resources report be approved by the Board of Education.

Dr. Alexander Ikejiaku
Associate Superintendent for Human Resources

Approved for Presentation to
The Board of Education on
02/24/2020

Dr. Sharon Desmoulin-Kherat
Superintendent

I. **Certified Personnel Appointments**
   
   Cruz, Michelle – Von-Steuben / Principal 07/20/20
   Trisler, Randall – Lincoln / Teacher Art 02/25/20

   **Leave of Absence**
   
   Fretsch, Cassandra – Sterling / Teacher 12/11/19-01/13/20
   Herman, Molly – VHECEC / Teacher 01/24/20-02/26/20
   McGreal, Amy – Dr. Maude Sanders / Teacher 02/27/20-04/06/20

   **Retirement**
   
   Branscumb, Magnolia – Lincoln / Assistant Principal 12/18/20
   Mini, Karen – Whittier / Teacher PE 05/22/20

II. **Non-Certified Personnel Appointment**

   *Allison-Turner, Edesha – Transportation / Monitor 02/25/20
   *Anderson, David – Transportation / Driver 02/25/20
   Bowen, Davien – Student Worker 02/25/20
   Brenning, Dalton – Student Worker 02/25/20
   Briggs, Linda – Roosevelt / Community School Tutor 02/11/20
   Caruthers, Joseph – Transportation / Driver 02/25/20
   Hawks, Adell – Administration / Assistant Director of Transportation 04/02/20
   *Hunt, Latasha – Transportation / Monitor 02/25/20
   *Khouri, Khalil – Richwoods / Teacher Aide 02/25/20
   Schlink, Thomas – Kellar / Head Custodian 02/25/20
   Shields, Makhia – Student Worker 02/25/20
   Turner, Jerry – Transportation / Monitor 02/05/20
   Twomey, Xaven – Student Worker 02/25/20
   Wyatt, Shannahka – Transportation / Driver 02/25/20

   **Leave of Absence**
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Cannon, Kimberly – Harrison / Clerical 01/27/20-03/09/20
Early, Ruth – Transportation / Monitor 03/23/20-05/04/20
Harvey, Christl – Whittier / Teacher Aide 03/18/20-04/20/20
Hoyle, Dawn – Transportation / Driver 02/04/20-04/30/20
Janis, Stefanie – Franklin / Teacher Aide 02/18/20-02/25/20
Prewitt, Jasmine – Transportation / Monitor 01/15/20-04/15/20
Royer, Jeffrey – Security / Officer 01/28/20-05/22/20
Williams, Annette – Transportation / Driver 02/11/20-03/30/20

Resignation
Bastian, Kelsey – Peoria High / Nurse 02/28/20
Lewis, Ashley – Hines / Teacher Aide 02/28/20
Messmore, Amy – Transportation 02/12/20
Morris, J D – Security / Crossing Guard 02/19/20
Porter, Courtland – Trewyn / Harrison Custodian 03/03/20
Sherman, Pascale – Franklin / Clerical 02/24/20
Turner, Jerry – Transportation / Driver 02/04/20
Williams, Erwin – Charter Oak / Building Monitor 02/18/20

Retirement
Price, Sheila – Trewyn / Clerical 06/05/20

III. Substitute Personnel Appointment
*Byrne, Michaela – Behavioral Attendant 02/25/20
*Carrell, Brittanie – Short Term Teacher 02/25/20
*Copley, Amy – Teacher 02/25/20
*Corbitt, Molly – Teacher 02/25/20
*Cris, Key'Anna - Behavioral Attendant 02/25/20
*Holtman, Constance – Teacher 02/25/20
*Justice, Bailee – Behavioral Attendant 02/25/20
*McAteer, Connor – Teacher 02/25/20
Porter, Courtland - Custodian 03/04/20
Sherman, Pascale – Teacher Aide 02/25/20
*Young, Elijah – Teacher 02/25/20

Resignation
Chong, Ashley – Teacher 02/25/20
Faulkner, Catrina – Cafeteria 02/07/20
Gerontes, Katherine – Behavioral Attendant 12/06/19
Marshall, Roberta – Cafeteria 02/07/20
Thomas, Belinda – Behavioral Attendant 03/13/20

Dismissal for Reasons Other Than Reduction in Force
Bassett, Keith – Behavioral Attendant 02/20/20
Dillingham, Stephanie – Cafeteria 02/19/20
Porter, Anthony – Behavioral Attendant 02/11/20

Attention Departments:
* Tasks will not be processed at this time until pending paperwork is completed.